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Thou shalt not remove thy neighbour's landmark, which they of old time have set, in thine inheritance which thou shalt
inherit, in the land that the LORD thy God giveth thee to possess it. Webster's Bible Translation.

Email This Site To Men have quarreled about the stone markers set up as boundaries for land ever since
sections of the earth were claimed as property; in like manner have Masons differed about what are and what
are not Landmarks of the Order. In this country particularly, with forty- nine Jurisdictions, each sovereign
within its own territory, arguments about Landmarks are never ending. In Albert Gallatin Mackey, the great
Masonic jurist and authority, listed twenty-five fundamental principles as the true Landmarks of Freemasonry.
But the practice is by no means universal. Lodges are now universally governed by Grand Lodges, but the
practice has antiquity of only two hundred and sixteen years. A few principles are so universally recognized
that they are freely admitted to be essentials, even in Jurisdictions which have no pronouncements as to the
Landmarks. Belief in a Supreme Being, the Volume of sacred Law as a necessary part of the furniture of the
Lodge, that a Masons must be a man are essentials all over the world, though not necessarily listed in all
Jurisdictions. On the validity of certain principles all authorities agree, but differ as to their antiquity,
universality and irrevocability. Therefore, when a Jurisdiction sets forth any list of Landmarks in its Code,
they have all the force of Ancient Landmarks in that Jurisdiction, whether they are actually so or not. In Grand
Lodges Masons are represented by their officers. Evidently a change has been made in the manner of
governing the Craft. In some jurisdictions a Mason cannot visit without a good standing card; in others any
member may object to any visitor and the Master must exclude; in still others, some Masters close the doors of
their lodges to all visitors on election nights, and so on. Occasionally there is a conflict between ritual and
Landmarks as adopted. A certain Jurisdiction lists fifty-four Landmarks, of which Number 18 reads: Had that
Lodge now California No. If under some strange circumstances, three and only three met as a Lodge, what
becomes of the so-called Landmark which requires a Tiler? All will agree that no woman can be made a
Mason. He would be a daring debater who argued that the Father of His Country was not regularly and
legitimately initiated. A number of Grand Jurisdictions have never adopted any list or classification of
Landmarks. The thought back of such absence of legislation may be understood from the following, from R.
We do not attempt to make a list of the Landmarks. Individual scientists may list what they conceive to be the
laws of nature, but no scientific society would undertake officially to adopt these laws as the official laws of
the science in which they are interested. Anything that can be adopted can be repealed. If a Grand Lodge has
the power to adopt, it has the power to modify or repeal. It is the very fact that they unalterable that makes
them similar to scientific laws which cannot be changed or altered by any man or body of men. For instance,
one very old Jurisdiction states that the Landmarks are: Monotheism, the sole dogma of Freemasonry. The
Volume of Sacred Law, an indispensable part of the furniture of a Lodge. The legend of the Third Degree. The
symbolism of the operative art. A Mason must be a freeborn male adult. Joseph Fort Newton suggests five
fundamentals on which all Masons can agree: Reduced to a percentage basis, Mackey is followed in What
appears to be the truth today may be the error of tomorrow. Both that statement and this bulletin are without
prejudice to the undoubted fact that in those Jurisdictions which have adopted any list of Landmarks, whether
all inclusive or not, the principles there denominated as Landmarks have the force of Landmarks within the
borders of those Jurisdictions.
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The word "but" is not in the original, and its insertion mars the flow of the passage, whilst the expression
rendered in the Authorised Version by "dwelleth" is the same which is translated "sojourn in the preceding
verse. This stranger is in every respect to be treated as any other member of the commonwealth, and as a
native. Shalt love him as thyself. Hence the precept laid down in Leviticus It was this humane law which
attracted so many strangers to Palestine. Hence we find that in the days of Solomon there were , strangers in
the Holy Land. For ye were strangers in the land of Egypt. They knew with what inhumanity they were treated
in Egypt because they were strangers, how they had been humiliated and reduced to slavery. The very thought
of this will not only soften their hearts, but will enable them to see that the safety of all classes consists in
basing our legislation upon the principle of equal rights to all inhabitants. This pathetic appeal is to be found
three times more in the Pentateuch to enforce this precept Exodus Matthew Henry Commentary It is required
that Israel be a holy people, because the God of Israel is a holy God, ver. To teach real separation from the
world and the flesh, and entire devotedness to God. This is now the law of Christ; may the Lord bring every
thought within us into obedience to it! Children are to be obedient to their parents, ver. The fear here required
includes inward reverence and esteem, outward respect and obedience, care to please them and to make them
easy. God only is to be worshipped, ver. Turn not from the true God to false ones, from the God who will
make you holy and happy, to those that will deceive you, and make you for ever miserable. Turn not your eyes
to them, much less your heart. They should leave the gleanings of their harvest and vintage for the poor, ver.
Works of piety must be always attended with works of charity, according to our ability. We must not be
covetous, griping, and greedy of every thing we can lay claim to, nor insist upon our right in all things. We are
to be honest and true in all our dealings, ver. Whatever we have in the world, we must see that we get it
honestly, for we cannot be truly rich, or long rich, with that which is not so. Reverence to the sacred name of
God must be shown, ver. We must not detain what belongs to another, particularly the wages of the hireling,
ver. We must be tender of the credit and safety of those that cannot help themselves, ver. Do no hurt to any,
because they are unwilling or unable to avenge themselves. We ought to take heed of doing any thing which
may occasion our weak brother to fall. Judges, and all in authority, are commanded to give judgment without
partiality, ver. To be a tale-bearer, and to sow discord among neighbours, is as bad an office as a man can put
himself into. We are to rebuke our neighbour in love, ver. Rather rebuke him than hate him, for an injury done
to thyself. We incur guilt by not reproving; it is hating our brother. We should say, I will do him the kindness
to tell him of his faults. We are to put off all malice, and to put on brotherly love, ver. We often wrong
ourselves, but we soon forgive ourselves those wrongs, and they do not at all lessen our love to ourselves; in
like manner we should love our neighbour. We must in many cases deny ourselves for the good of our
neighbour. For Christians to have their fortunes told, to use spells and charms, or the like, is a sad affront to
God. They must be grossly ignorant who ask, What harm is there in these things? Here is a charge to young
people to show respect to the aged, ver. Religion teaches good manners, and obliges us to honour those to
whom honour is due. A charge was given to the Israelites to be very tender of strangers, ver. It is at our peril,
if we do them any wrong. Justice in weights and measures is commanded, ver. We are not to pick and choose
our duty, but must aim at standing complete in all the will of God.
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realized -- in this made-for-Lifetime thriller.

In North Carolina, a retired Vietnam veteran sells off a piece of his land to a young family. No one can predict
the modern day Hatfield McCoy neighbor feud that will ensue and the midnight shootout that will end it. But
their dream home comes with a not so dreamy ex-military neighbor. A barrage of gunfire between the houses
one night shatters both families forever. In Miami, a young mother has no choice but to shut the door on her
warring neighbors as a three-year feud over a patch of land and differing moral standards reaches a bloody and
tragic conclusion. An elite California Lakeside Community is rocked to its core when two well-to-do
gentlemen go to war over an inch property line discrepancy. One neighbor takes the dispute to new levels
when he hires a hitman to permanently solve the problem. Neighbors go to war when an older man obssesses
over the boundary lines of his property and wont let his neighbors anywhere near it. Two families in Elyria,
Ohio live beside each other in friendship and peace for decades, but as time goes on things deteriorate into
acrimony, mutual accusation, violence, and finally a shocking and bloody shoot out. When a freewheeling
family moves from California to the buttoned down enclave of Leesburg, Virginia, they quickly get on the
wrong side of their neighbour across the way. The conflict escalates until bullets fly and blood flows in the
street. A couple settles in Josephine County, Oregon, where they learn their new neighbor has a deadly past.
Now, as relations sour and tempers flare, blood will be spilled on this landâ€¦. A young couple finds their
paradise in a Vancouver, Washington housing development with strict codes of community conduct. But
someone forgot to tell their neighbour the rules, and he will resist them at all costs. Bad blood between the
neighbors boils over until things come to a horrifically violent end on Halloween. In peaceful Alden, New
York, siblings who live in neighboring houses get into a conflict when their prodigal brother returns home.
Things progress from intimidation and property damage to a backhoe attack and, finally, one of the most
shocking murders the area has ever seen. Tensions keep rising between all parties until finally hell breaks
loose and a violent rampage erupts. A couple who tragically lost their son are thrilled when a family with two
boys moves in across the street. But the relationship soon sours, engulfing all of them in conflict, accusation,
and finally a deadly shooting. A man finds himself living between hostile neighbors on both sides, including a
former marine with severe PTSD. Their campaign of intimidation ramps up to the point of no return, ending
with a deadly confrontation on the street outside their homes. Two neighboring bachelors start out as friends.
Harmless banter turns into threats eventually igniting an escalating war. The violence ends with a murder so
shocking it is almost beyond belief. Two women living next to each other since childhood descend into bitter
conflict when the ex husband of one starts seeing the other. Add property issues to this toxic mix and the result
is an act of shocking violence that engulfs all. A couple from Michigan realizes a long held dream when they
relocate to Florida, but their life in the sun is destroyed when they get into a fatal conflict with their neighbor.
The feud between the two men viciously escalates, ultimately ending in an episode of shocking violence. With
a cable subscription, you can download the free ID Go app and watch all of the Investigation Discovery
programming at your convenience. Download the ID Go app and binge away. For those who prefer
commercial free programming during your binge session, Prime Video has an ID channel:
Chapter 4 : Fear Thy Neighbor - Wikipedia
ID Go: In Miami, a young mother has no choice but to shut the door on her warring neighbors as a three-year feud over
a patch of land and differing moral standards reaches a bloody and tragic conclusion.
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Thy Neighbor's Lands [Daniel Bristol] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. In a distant
future where the human race is united under a single ruler, power brokers, gangsters and religious fanatics vie for
supremacy.

Chapter 6 : Love Thy Neighbor Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Thy Neighbor's Lands has 1 rating and 1 review. In a distant future where the human race is united under a single ruler,
power brokers, gangsters and rel.

Chapter 7 : Thy Neighbor's Landmark
OFFICIAL WEBSITE. Watch the full episode online. Buddy deals with the shocking arrival of Alexa's husband. Dora
makes a frightening discovery. Schmidt's engagement party takes an unexpected turn.

Chapter 8 : Thy Neighbor's Lands by Daniel Bristol
Fear Thy Neighbor is an action horror thriller true crime documentary/drama television series which premiered on April
14, , on the Investigation Discovery channel. The show focuses on various feuds between neighbors which usually
escalate into tragedies.

Chapter 9 : Fear Thy Neighbor - Episodes - IMDb
A wealthy executive comes into conflict with his neighbors when he forbids them access to his extensive lands. One
local handyman fights to keep the roads and trails open for all, a struggle that ends when one man lies dead.
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